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Connor Brothers Books 1-4 Summary
Heroine
Hero
Hailey Summerville
I love Hailey because she
doesn’t let her financial
situation get her down. She
knows that she needs a
fresh start, and she isn’t
afraid to find it. Favorite
scenes: When she adjusts
the office chair with Quinn
watching. When she finds
Duck tied to the dumpster.
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Maddie Henderson
Maddie holds a special
place in my heart. She lost
her husband and is still not
over him when Max wants
to start a relationship with
her. She feels guilty for
even considering another
man. Her dilemma is
emotional and hearttouching. Favorite scene:
When she goes to the
movie with Professor
Bolton and realizes her
mistake.
Daisy Mae Montgomery
Daisy is not what she
appears to be on the
outside. The airhead act is a
coping mechanism to how
men react to her looks.
Jacob and her butt heads at
first partly because she
plays up the airhead act.
Favorite scene: When she
measures the great room,
pointing out it is off by 3
millimeters. Jacob’s
reaction to that is priceless.
Ashleigh Connor
Ashleigh has appeared in
every book. Book 4 was
time to have little sister be
the leading lady. Family,
her small town, and her PT
practice are important
things in her life. I love that
she doesn’t fall at Brock’s
feet and leave all the things
she loves behind. Favorite
scenes: Ash’s healthy
salads.
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Favorite Ancillary
Character

Quinn Connor
He’s comes back to his
hometown after being hurt
in a traffic accident and
being dumped by his
fiancée. I love Quinn
because he’s not perfect,
but he’s trying to be a
better man. Favorite scene:
When he gives Hailey
flowers and the scrunched
bag of Snappy Stop
hamburgers to win her
back.
Max Connor
Max is a wonderful leading
man because he never
gives up on winning
Maddie over. She runs hot
and cold giving Max doubts
and frustrations as to
whether she’ll ever get
over her late husband. He’s
understanding and gives
her space. Favorite scene:
When he falls off the roof.

Dr. Chen
He plays a key role in every
Connor marriage proposal
in Books 1 – 4. I especially
love his line in Book 4
during that proposal scene.

Jacob Connor
Jacob has been standoffish
in Books 1 & 2. He doesn’t
make time for family events
like his brothers do, so we
get the impression that he
isn’t family oriented. He
judges Daisy for how she
looks and acts, but
eventually realizes his
mistake. He’s sweet on the
inside but hides it well.
Favorite scene: When he
takes Daisy to the hospital.

Gramps (John Vandervoldt)
John first appeared in Book
1, but he plays a big role in
this book. I love that he
believes in Daisy and how
he imparts his wisdom to
her when she needs it
most.

Brock Steele
Brock has a big ego. He’s a
big shot football player and
used to having everyone
fall at his feet. Ashleigh
doesn’t fawn over him and
she helps him see his overthe-top life through her
eyes. I love his personal
growth in coming to realize
that his love for Ash comes
first, even before his highprofile career. Favorite
scene: His first introduction
to Jamal at Max’s house.

Tyrone Williams
Ty is Brock’s teammate on
the LA Rams. He’s keeping a
secret about his personal
life which he eventually
reveals to Brock. The way
that Ty honestly talks about
his failure as a father is very
heartwarming. He wants to
make things right and I
admire him for that.

Jamal
This kid won my heart the
minute I wrote the scene
where he first meets Max.
His positive attitude despite
his handicap is something
we all could learn from. He
plays a big role in Book 4.

